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Install the Steam client and install the RE5 trainer, it is free. This trainer is the first trainer to have additional cheats for Steam Version RE5 GOLD STEAM EDITION: Retail Version Check out my blog post for some cheats and hints: And make sure you have this version of the game: Get all the Retail Blu-rays in one go: RE5 GENÇLE MULTI9 (RU/ES/PL/CZ/DE): Retail Versions (CZ/DE: Steam Edition) Экшен
частотократов In-Game: +18 Save Files & WEB Browser: Smart Same name as game, it will show the original game art. Tested on Retail-Disc-Based-Version (RU/PL/DE) GOG-Version:
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Resident Evil 5 Trainer Steam

The Steam version of Resident Evil 5 offers a trainer, which functions as a cheat tool. It was released on 26 April 2011 along with the game, and is compatible with most consoles. This trainer allows players to cheat by changing many aspects of the game's difficulty, or by altering the game's progress and saving games. This cheat tool was officially not released by Capcom in the normal gaming release. However, the
game was released on Steam alongside the trainer, and the Trainer was released under Steam's "Trainers" section. Players that purchased a retail copy of the game through the Steam service may freely use the trainer. This trainer requires no disc to be inserted into the console, and can be installed using the trainer's companion app. The Community Manager for the Resident Evil 5 trainer has "unofficially" worked
with the developers of the game to release the Trainer for the PC as well. Resident Evil 5 is also included as a free download in the Resident Evil 5 Gold Edition. Reception The game received "average" reviews according to the review aggregation website Metacritic. IGN, GameSpot, Nintendo World Report and 1UP.com compared the game positively to Resident Evil 4, but GameSpot and 1UP.com were more

critical of the multiplayer, ranking it at the bottom or not including it at all. The official online mode was praised for encouraging teamwork and providing a fulfilling single-player experience. Some critics complained that the game suffered from too many samey objectives and limited replayability. GameSpy and GameSpot both praised the game's cinematics, graphics, and voice acting. References External links
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